
 
 

Students trying out for volleyball should be working towards the following: 

 

Physical Conditioning: 

The student should be working toward constantly improving their physical agility, strength, and 

stamina. Speed and explosive movements as well as side to side shuffling, and plyometrics as you 

know, will do a lot more for the student than straight up jogging, weightlifting, etc. Secondary to 

short sprints, shuffling, and plyos, those other athletic conditioning methods would make them 

all that much stronger and more competitive. 

 

Mental conditioning: 

Acuity, coach-ability, teamwork, leadership will do well in making a student a student athlete. 

 

Volleyball: 

As a potential incoming sub-varsity player, lots and lots of repetitive "good touches". All too 

often, players start passing and peppering and lose focus on bettering the ball/good touches. 

Because of this, they are reinforcing improper technique and develop muscle memory that is 

contradictory to good VB. 

 

Other sports: 

There is the philosophy that given two athletes who perform closely in a given sport, the player 

who is involved in multiple sports will be more physically and mentally prepared to achieve 

better performance at a quicker rate. Swimming and soccer, are two great ones, but anything is 

better than couch surfing.  

 

Clinics/play: 

As you know, there are genetic, specialized, and multiple levels of clinics out there. I would 

suggest that if you are able, to find one or several that you think are well run and instructionally 

beneficial and send your daughter to it. I'm partial to VBClinics.com coached and run by Pat 

Powers twice a year in this area, and all over the states as well. The next time Pat will be in 

town is towards the beginning of July. In late October, Pat will be at Wakefield with his clinic (a 

bit late for the coming season, but it will financially benefit the program). 

 

Evolution Volleyball runs a sand league and they practice at Lee District Park. I've seen them 

here two years now and it looks fairly well run. That's all I know of it, but look into it if you 

want.  She should play organized VB whenever she can. For the next two weeks, we will be 

having Friday open VB gym from 4-5. After that, we should be back to running it Friday's from 

4-7. 

 

Academics: 

100% the most important.  A student who is not putting in the work in the classroom 

academically, will eliminate their chance to play/make the team. 

http://vbclinics.com/

